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An alternative discretization method treating rearrangement and breakup channels on equal
footing is introduced for a wave-packet description of three-body dynamics. The permutational
symmetry for three identical particles is incorporated into the evolution equations of the pro-
posed method. The method is tested on a model three-particle problem that exhibits both
rearrangement and breakup channels. State-to-state S matrix elements over a broad range of
energies above the breakup threshold are extracted from a single wave-packet calculation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-dependent wave-packet (TDWP) methods are
emerging as practical and competitive tools to
study quantal scattering problems, and other time-
dependent phenomena such as photodissociation. There
have been considerable advances in the computational
implementation of the TDWP methods to elastic and in-
elastic collisions. However, the methodology for reac-
tive and dissociative collisions is yet at its infancy.
That the scattering process is posed as an initial-value
problem entirely in the Hilbert-space setting forms the
chief advantage of the time-dependent (TD) approach.
In contrast, the time-independent (TI) descriptions give
rise to boundary-value problems, necessitating the use of
non-normalizable functions. The diKculties associated
with the numerical implementation of boundary condi-
tions for rearrangement and breakup channels are well
known. The breakup channel provides an especially no-
torious case in this respect: Asymptotic boundary condi-
tions are rather complicated, s and the appropriate form
to use in computations is not obvious. The TD approach
being free of the problem of asymptotic boundary condi-
tions would therefore be most advantageous for collisions
involving rearrangement and breakup.
In a recent article, Kuruoglu and Levin have demon-
strated, for a three-particle model with breakup channel,
that state-to-state ( sharp-energy) S matrix elements for
rearrangement can be extracted over a range of energies
from a single wave-packet solution of the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation (TDSE). The crucial factor in the
success of this calculation was the expansion ansatz used
to discretize the spatial degrees of freedom. In particu-
lar, the expansion basis had the flexibility to represent
outgoing wave packets in all three rearrangements chan-
nels. In the present work, we explore a new expansion
ansatz in which the breakup channel is represented on an
equal footing with the rearrangements. The theoretical
basis of this new scheme for spatial discretization is im-
plicit in the Chandler-Gibson two-Hilbert-space theory
of many-particle scattering.
In the TDWP methods, an initial incoming wave
packet representing the internal states of the separated
collision partners and their free relative motion is nu-
merically propagated in time under the full Hamilto-
nian. The analysis of the wave packet at asymptotic
times, large enough to ensure the separation of outgo-
ing packets in different arrangement channels, yields the
8 matrix elements. In numerical implementation, the
full Hilbert space is replaced by a finite approximation
space. An approximate evolution equation on this trun-
cated space can be formulated via a number of proce-
dures. A nonexhaustive list includes the time-dependent
variational principle, Galerkin method, and collocation
method. The resulting system of first-order differential
equations in time can be solved by a variety of integra-
tion methods. In this work, we use a propagation
scheme based on the central-difference approximation
to the time derivative. Since the real bottleneck in ap-
plications of the TDWP approach to reactive scattering
lies in the space-discretization step, we will concentrate
on the selection of the approximation space for three-
particle systems above the breakup threshold.
The specification of the approximation space entails,
first, the selection of an appropriate set of coordinates
(or momenta). In principle, the approximation space
can be built from basis functions in any given set of
coordinates. However, the separability of the dynam-
ics in arrangement channels at asymptotic times cannot
be exploited effectively with such a choice. As is well
known from the TI theory, there is no unique set of coor-
dinates capable of describing the four types of asymptotic
separable dynamics of a three-particle system. Natural
variables for separability are the Jacobi variables for re-
arrangement channels and hyperspherical variables for
the breakup channel. If the expansion basis consists of
direct-product functions in Jacobi variables of just one
rearrangement, then these basis functions will be hard
pressed to represent the pieces of the final wave packet
emerging in other arrangement channels. To eKciently
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represent outgoing packets in different arrangement chan-
nels with a finite basis, the approximation space should
be built by joining arrangement-channel subspaces, each
of which ensures separability of dynamics in the respec-
tive asymptotic channel. In particular, each arrangement
subspace would be spanned by a set of direct-product
functions in the natural variables of that arrangement
channel.
%ave packets move and spread in coordinate space.
In contrast, the momentum-space wave packets retain
their support. For this reason we formulate our TDWP
method in momentum space, although the proposed ex-
pansion ansatz can also be used within the coordinate
representation.
In our previous work, " the approximation space
was constructed from three rearrangement subspaces.
Each rearrangement-channel basis consisted of (direct-
product) piecewise interpolation functions in the Ja-
cobi momenta of that rearrangement. The part of
the final wave packet in a given rearrangement channel
could thus be described entirely within the subspace for
that rearrangement, whereas the breakup part was dis-
tributed over the full approximation space. As such, this
method can be considered as the time-dependent ver-
sion of the pseudostate-augmented coupled-reaction-
channel method. is In the present work, rearrangement
subspaces are more restricted, but these are augmented
by a breakup subspace. In particular, the subspace for a
given rearrangement (1)(23)of three particles is spanned
by direct products of the bound states of (23) with local
interpolation functions for the relative motion of 1. Thus,
the breakup part of the final wave packet is entirely de-
scribed by the breakup basis consisting of direct-product
local interpolation functions in hyperspherical variables.
Note that the subspaces for two distinct arrangement
channels are not orthogonal, so that the approximation
space is not a simple direct sum of these subspaces. 'o If
each arrangement-channel basis is pushed to complete-
ness, an overcompleteness problem would arise. In prac-
tice, with relatively small bases, the linear independence
can usually be ensured. If formal or numerical linear de-
pendences of basis functions arise, appropriate pseudo-
inverse techniquesis have to be employed. The non-
orthogonality of the arrangement-channel subspaces, al-
t, hough not desirable from a computational standpoint,
does not cause any formal difficulties as long as the final
analysis is performed at sufFiciently large times, because
at such times packets emerging in diA'erent arrangement
channels will be spatially separated, and, hence, orthog-
onal.
The proposed method is tested on a model problem
involving three identical particles which interact with
separable S-wave pair potentials. This model, having
both rearrangement and breakup channels and being nu-
merically solvable within the Faddeev formalism of the
time-independent scattering theory, provides a nontriv-
ial test system for the TD description of reactive and
dissociative collisions.
In Sec. II, the kinematics and channel structure of the
three-particle system is introduced. The description of
the three-particle test problem, as well as the specifi-
cation of the basis functions, is also given in this sec-
tion. The expansion ansatz is introduced in Sec. III, and
the long-time analysis of the wave packet is discussed
in Sec. IV. The implementation of the exchange symme-
try for identical particles within the present method is
given in Sec. V. The computational implementation of
the proposed method for the test problem is presented
in Sec. VI. Here the wave-packet results are compared
with results obtained within the TI Faddeev formalism.
Finally, in Sec. VII we discuss the main features of the




Working in the barycentric coordinate system, the Ja-
cobi coordinates of the rearrangement (n)(Py) are de-
noted by x~ and y~, with x~ being the relative coor-
dinate of the pair (Py), and y~ the relative position
of the particle n with respect to the center of mass of
the pair (Py). The canonical momenta conjugate to x
and y~ are denoted by p~ and q, with corresponding
reduced masses being p~ and M~, respectively. The
three-particle final states are best described by going
over to hyperspherical variables s (x, y ) =—(p, p ),
and (p, q ) = (K,i ). Here p = 2p zz + 2M yz,
and z2 = pz /(2p ) + qz/(2M ). Although p and z are
common to all rearrangement channels, the set of five hy-
perangles (p or i) are dependent on n, and can be chosen
in a variety of ways.
The kinetic-energy operator Hs can be writen in Jacobi
coordinates as Hs —k~+I&~, where k~ = p2/(2@~), and
I& = qz/(2M ), with n=l, 2, or 3. In hypersherical-
momentum representation, however, Ho —~ . The
eigenstates of Ho are the direct-product states
~ p~q~).
The internal Hamiltonian h for the pair (Pp) is given as
h = k~ + V~, where V is the interaction between par-
ticles P and y. Bound states of h~ are denoted ~ y~„),
with energies c „.
The asymptotic dynamics in the rearrangement chan-
nel n is described by H = I4 + h, whose eigenkets
~ y „q ) are the asymptotic channel states with ener-
gies E „z —e „+q~/(2M ). The full Hamiltonian H
is then decomposed as 8 = Ho+ V for breakup, and
H = H + V for rearrangement channels. Here V is the
full interaction, and V (= V —V ), n = 1, 2, 3, are the
channel interactions.
The basis functions for the a-rearrangement subspace
are the direct-product functions p~„(p~)u~ (q ), n
1, 2, . . . , A/; m = 1, 2, . . . , M . Here {u ) is a
suitable set of ~ expansion functions for the spec-
tator particle, and 1V the number of bound states of
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the pair e . The basis functions for the breakup chan-
nel are of the form pp~(ki) up~(z), n = 1, 2, . , Alp,
m = 1, 2, . . . , Mp. Here the set (yp„(ki)} discretizes
the continuum of breakup channels (with fixed energy).
Similarly, the set {up }is the discretization basis for z
(or energy). Although the hyperangular basis has been
expressed in the variable k1 alone, to reduce the dimen-
sion of the breakup subspace this basis could also include
functions of i~ and k3, provided care is exercized to avoid
linear dependence. The full approximation space is then
the union of rearrangement and breakup subspaces. As
noted in the Introduction, the subspaces for different ar-
rangements are not orthogonal to each other, but linear
dependence can be avoided, in practice, with the use of
small subspaces.
Instead of giving a general discussion of how to choose
the discretization bases, we will illustrate the proposed
method in the context of a three-particle model. The
model used consists of three identical spinless particles
whose total interaction is pairwise additive, with two-
particle interactions being rank-1 separable. In particu-
lar, we have V = I g )A (g I, with g(p) = (Pz + pz)
Note that the pair potentials act only on s waves and
support one bound state (i.e., JV = 1). The particle
masses are taken equal to proton mass M&, and we set
M& —h = 1 in the rest of this article. Taking the unit of
length as fm, the resulting units for momentum, energy,
and time are fm i, fm z, and fmz, respectively. We took
P=1.444 fm i, and A was chosen to give the bound-state
energy of the two-nucleon system: c = —0.053 695 fm
(—2.226 MeV). We further restrict our attention to zero
total-angular-momentum state, so that angular variables
p and q disappear from the problem. In hyperspherical
representation, the variables can be t;aken as K and 8~,
where p~ = K cos 8, and q = g4/3Ksin8
The expansion bases in the variables q, 0, and z are
taken as piecewise interpolation functionsii (quadratic
polynomials in this work). For this purpose, cutoff val-
ues q~ ~~„and tc~~„are introduced by considering the
momentum-space support of the wave packet. For a
given variable z (= q, z, or 8), the interval [0, z~»] is
partitioned into 2 subintervals, and a set of 2X —3
quadratic local-interpolation functions u;(z) is defined
on this mesh. ii The partition meshes do not have to
be evenly distributed, but are chosen to have a higher
density in regions where the wave packet is expected
to have appreciable amplitude. If the set (z;} stands
for the ordered collection of endpoints and midpoints of
subintervals (with 0 and z „excluded), then the in-
terpolation functions have the propertyii ui(z, ) = b;i. ,
i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 22 —3. The dimensions of the rearrange-
ment subspaces are Af M, where M = 2X& —3. Us-
ing Alp (= 2' —3) interpolation functions pp (8 ) for
each 8, n = 1, 2, 3, and Wp (= 2X„—3) functions for K,
the dimension of the breakup subspace is Afq&p, where
Pp = Alai +Afg2+Afgs. The set of Alp interpolation func-
tions in 01, Op, and 03 will collectively be denoted by p0„,
n = 1, 2, . . . , Alp.
III. EXPANSION ANSATZ
FOR THE WAVE PACKET
where A is a normalization constant and m is the
width parameter. The free time evolution under H~ of
the initial wave packet is given simply as I 4 „,«(t))
=le .(t)) lf .(t)) with
(p I q- .(t)) =exp(-ie -.t)~ .(p-)
(q I f &,(t)) = exp[—iq t/(2M )]f &, (q ) . (4)
Note that average momentum and momentum dispersion
b, q of the free wave packet I f) do not change with time.
That is, the support (or, envelope) of the momentum dis-
tribution remains unchanged, and time evolution mani-
fests itself as increased oscillations. Actually, this feature
is true of not just free wave packets, but also of packets
evolving under a potential, and should be contrasted with




4 „,&, (t)) of the time-dependent
Schrodinger equation, subject to the initial condition
I 4~„,&,(0)) =I 4~„,&, (0)) is written as the sum of four
arrangement-channel components:
I ~-. .(t)) = ) . I ~". '...(t))
P—0
with the initial condition now reading
I eg&„.(o)) = &.& I 4'...,.(o)), P = o, 1,2, 3.
Each component
I
O'I~1) is now expanded as
Ap Mp
I
~'.~'.„)= ).). Iv~ u~ )c~ .«(t)
n=1 m=1
(5)
The initial condition for expansion coe%cients becomes
.~.(0) = ~u b .& (o)
where a (0) are the expansion coefficients for f z, in
the basis (u },viz. ,
f-q. (q-) = ) u-(q-)~-(0)
Let us consider an initial incoming wave packet corre-
sponding to a collision in which particle a is incident on
a bound state &p~„, of the pair (Pp):
.«(0)) =I~ .) If «)
where f~«(q ) is an incoming wave packet for the relative
motion of particle n with average momentum q0, and
average position y0. We take y0 to be well outside the
range of V~. The form of f &, is
f~qo (q~ ) A exp[—(q~ —qp ) ui /2] exp [iyp (q~ —qp )]
(2)
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Ap Wp
= ) ) ) (v' p Ivp p)p (t) (1o)
p=p a=1 m=1
where p = 0, 1, 2, 3, n' = I, . . . , JV&, and m' = I, . . . , M~
Here the initial-state labels (anoqs) have been sup-
pressed. Collecting the coefBcients cp„ in the column
vector c, the matrix elements (p~„~u~~l I H I vp„up~)
in the matrix H, and the overlap matrix elements
(v~„iu~ I I vp„up ) in the nonorthogonality matrix A,
Eq. (10) reads
ic(t) = & 'H c(t) .
If dE is singular formally or numerically, A ' is to be
understood as the pseudo-inverse. 's
IV. WAVE-PACKET PROPAGATION
AND ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
To solve Eq. (11), we use a step-by-step propagation
scheme based on the central-difference approximation to
the time derivative. Denoting the time step with bt, the
propagation procedure reads
c(tg+, ) = c(tg i) —2ibt& 'Hc(tp) . (12)
where tI, —kbt. To start the propagation, we need
c(to —0), and c(ti —bt). Equation (8) determines c(0),
and c(bt) can be obtained, e.g. , by a forward-difference
approximation of Eq. (11).
Denoting by tm;„ the minimum time of propagation
needed for the emergence of the wave packet from the
interaction region, the probability amplitude for the sys-
tem to be in state
I pp„(T) qp) for P = 1, 2, 3, at a
sampling time T (& t;„)is given as
(vp (T) qp I @ .q. (T))
= (v p- (T) qp I sp- I ~-.~.(T)) (»)
where Sp is the rearrangement scattering operator for
the o ~ P transitions. Ta obtain the state-to-state S-
matrix elements, we invoke the energy-conserving prop-
erty of the S operator. For the present model of s-wave
interactions and zero total-angular-momentum states, we
have
Substituting Eqs. (5) and (7) into the TDSE, and pro-
jecting with basis functions I p~„u~ ), we obtain a set
of first-order differential equations for the expansion co-
efIicients:
3 Ap Mp
) .).).(v.- u.- I H I v p-up-)cp-(t)
P=P n=l m=1
where Sp„~ „ is the reduced S matrix whose absolute-
value square gives the probability for the transition
(nn ~ Pn'). Use af Eq. (14) in Eq. (13) gives
(v p- (T)qp I ~-.~.(T))
P ', o( P ' ') P
( If (T))
(15)
where quis determined from Ep„lqI E~„oq and Np~
Mpqp M q
Since in numerical calculations the conservation of en-
ergy (in a state-to-state sense ) will be satisfied only
approximately, the S-matrix elements extracted via Eq.
(15) will exhibit a dependence on the sampling time T.
The stability of the S matrix with respect to T is a
measure of the adequacy of the computational param-
eters. Also the sampling time cannot be taken to be
arbitrarily large. A given finite expansion basis in mo-
mentum space implies a finite coordinate-space domain
which is determined by the coordinate-space support of
the basis functions. (For momentum-space interpola-
tion functions defined on a momentum mesh, the finer
the momentum discretization, the larger will be the cor-
responding coordinate-space support. ) Hence, there is
a maximum time tm of meaningful propagation after
which the wave packet starts to reflect from the bound-
aries of the implicit coordinate-space domain. Therefore
the momentum-space discretization basis should be large
enough to ensure a time period of free propagation be-
tween t~;„and tm~, during which the S matrix can be
extracted. By periodically constructing the coordinate-
space image of the wave packet, and computing its av-
erage position and position dispersion, the appropriate
time interval tm;„& T & t~~„ that ensures product sep-
aration and reflection-free time evolution can be ascer-
tained.
Another technical point is that the space and time
discretizations produce numerical scattering even for the
free wave packet, especially for large propagation times.
To cancel these spurious effects in Eq.(15), it is impera-
tive to also treat numerically the time evolution of free
wave packets. In other words, since the S operators basi-
cally compare the H dynamics with the H~ dynamics, a
channel Hamiltonian H~, whether it occurs in the context
of the time evolution of 4' under H, or in relation to free
time evolution of
I V f ) under H, should be treated at
the same level of approximation. Therefore, we use in Eq.
(15},not the analytical form of the state f &,(T) as given
in Eq. (4), but the numerical one, which is generated em-
ploying the same expansion basis and time-propagation
scheme as for the full dynamics.
(v p. qp I Sp I v ..q.} V. THREE IDENTICAL PARTICLES
Let
I @s„,z, (t)) be the solution of the TDSE for three
identical spinless bosons subject to the symmetrized ini-
tial condition
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+ I C's .q. (0))j (16)
where initial wave packets
I
4 „,q, (0)), n = 1, 2, 3 are
chosen to be syrruaetric under the permutation Pp~. De-
noting the cyclic permutations of three particles with
P123 and P132) and using the permutation properties
Pi2s I 41(t)) =I 4'2(t ) and Pisa I 4'r(t)) =I 42(t)), we
have
I @s(0))= 1/ 3(I+P123+ P132) I 41(0)). H«e we
suppressed the initial-state labels (noqo). Provided the
approximations used to obtain I les(t)) from the sym-
metrized initial wave packet I 11'rs(0)) treat all particles




@'sn.q. (t)) = (I+ P123+ P132) I @lnoqo(t)) .
(17)
The projection of the wave packet (at asymptotic.
times) onto the symmetrized channel state I p„q')s
[—:1/v 3(I+ P12s+ Prs2) I pin qi)j gives the probability
amplitude for observing a particle with relative momen-
tum q while the remaining pair is in the bound state
s(~- (T)q' I ~s-.q. (T))
=v3(~i (T)qi l@s . .),
—(Pin'(T)qr I (I + P123 + P132) I @inoqo)




where we used Eq. (17) and (I + Pizs + Prs2)
= 3(I + P12s + Plsz) to obtain Eq. (18), and introduced
the (physical) symmetrized rearrangement S operator
S„in, . Using the energy-conserving property of the scat-
tering operator, the identical-particle version of Eq. (15)
comes out as
(qi I fiq. (T))




where N = gqr/ql, and qi is determined from E»lqi
= E1 q, 1.e.,
3 I 2 3 2&1a' + 4q1 = ~1~, + 4q1 ~ (23)
Sn'n —Sin', ln + Sin', 2n + Sin' 3n (24)
Note that S„in can be expressed in two equivalent
forms in terms of distinguishable-particle S matrix el-
ements:
where we split the breakup components I @(0)) into three
subcomponents
I
11r( ~)), p = 1, 2, 3, corresponding to
three diff'erent choices of Hp. From permutation sym-
metry of the problem, we have
I @1 ) = Prs2 I 42 )(1) (2)
= Przs I ~s ), I ~r ) = Pizs I ~s ) = Pi.21~2 ),(s) (2) (1) (s)
and
I
4'1 ) = Pizs I @s ) = Pis2 I 4z ). The breakup
subcomponents
I
4 )) transform under cyclic permuta-
tions just like the rearrangement components I 4 ). As
a result,
I 4sn, q, ) can be written as
Sin', ln + S2n', ln + Ssn', ln (25)
which follow from Eqs. (15) and (22) using permuta-
tion properties such as P123 I @rn q ) —I Czn, q ) and
Plzs I y» ql) =I yzn qz). Hence, the syrrunetrized S ma-
trix can be obtained from Eq. (22) by solving Eq. (11)
once for
I irrr„, q, ) as if the particles were distinguishable.
However, the dimension of the matrix problem can be
reduced by block diagonalizing Eq. (11) according to the
irreducible representations of the permutation group Ss,
and only the totally symmetric block has to be solved.
That is, we do not have to work within the full approx-
imation space, but only within the symmetric subspace.
Towards this end, we first rewrite Eq. (5) as
3







The symmetrized initial condition (16) now becomes
I 4s'„, (0)) =I 4,„.„(0)),and I @~'„', (0)) = 0.
The totally symmetric subspace of the full approx-
imation space is spanned by the union of the sets
((I + P12s + Pis2) I V inui ), n = 1,
1, . . . , &i }, and {(I+ P12s + Pis2) I P«uo~)
1, 2, . . . , JV'gi, m = 1, '2, . . . , Wo}. We now expand the
syrrunetrized rearrangement and breakup components as













H01HOO ) ( CO j ( &01 &00 ) CO )
Here we introduced the matrix notation
(31)
&; = {(vf u'~ I ~(1+P123+ P132) I v foui~))
c; = col(c;„),





Since the two-particle subsystems in our model sup-
port just one bound state each, the bound-state indices
are suppressed in this section. In particular, the sym-
metrized rearrangement S matrix elements S r (Ei„rf),
n = n' = 1, are simply referred to as the elastic S ma-
trix, and are denoted by 8,1(E1&),where Ei~ ——e+ 3q /4.
As is well known, 17 the three-particle problem with sep-
arable S-wave pair potentials can be solved to arbitrary
numerical precision using the momentum-space Faddeev
integral equations. The results labeled as exact in Tables
I and II were obtained by solving the Faddeev equations'
with the initial conditions ci„(0) = b„„,ai (0), and
cp„(0) = 0. Here ai are the expansion coefficients of
f1&, in the basis (ui~}. Substituting (29) and (30) into
the TDSE, and taking inner products with I pi„ui~ )
and
I
rf20„r uprrrr) in turn, we obtain the symmetrized ver-
sion of Eq. (11) as
I @.i(t)) =
for the transition operators with a Schwinger-type vari-
ational method, and are accurate to three significant
figures.
For the calculations reported in this article, the pa-
rameters of the initial wave packet were taken as qo —4.0
fm, yo —9.0 fm, and m=2. 0 fm. The momentum prob-
ability density of the initial wave packet is appreciable
(greater than 0.01) in the range 3.0 ( q ( 5.0. The com-
putational domain in momentum space was restricted by
the cutoff values q =6.4 fm, and ~ „=6.0 fm
The interval [O, q ~] for qi was divided into 30 finite
elements, giving rise to 59 quadratic interpolation func-
tions. A denser set of mesh points (with a spacing of 0.1)
was used in the interval from 3.2 to 4.8 where the initial
wave packet has most of its amplitude. Similarly, the di-
vision of the interval [0, ff:m~] into 21 finite elements gives
41 quadratic interpolation functions for ~. Again, 16 of
the finite elements cover the subinterval [2.1,4.5], which
roughly corresponds to the energy support of the initial
wave packet. Finally, the interval [O, fr/2] for ei was di-
vided into 7 equal finite elements, resulting in 13 basis
functions. Thus, with Mi —59, &0—41, and A/pi=13,
the dimensions of the H and A matrices in the present
set of calculations were 592.
The value bt=0. 002 was used in the step-by-step prop-
agation scheme. With the system of units adopted, the
time unit is fm, which, however, is supressed in the rest
of the article. The norm of the wave packet was conserved
to better than 0.001. The evolution of the wave packet
was monitored by periodically calculating its coordinate-
space image in order to guarantee that at the sampling
times the wave packet is in the asymptotic region and
free of boundary reflection.
The elastic part I4', i) of the final wave packet (i.e.,
the part that corresponds to a spectator particle moving
away from the bound pair) will have the form
1 (I+ P»3+ P»2) I V 1(t)»~.(t))
TABLE I. (yi)free (yf)«, Eyei, and (S,i) as a function of the sampling time T. The computa-
tional parameters are qo —4.0 fm, yo —9.0 fm, ~=2.0 fm, q „=6.4 fm ', ~,„=6.0 fm, JHg —59,
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TABLE II. Exact and wave-packet results for the symmetrized rearrangement of the S matrix
S,&(E&q) for a range of energies. E&q = r+ 3q /4. Computational parameters are the same as in
Table I.
Qcx&cc (E )
$,~(Eqe) extracted from wave packet at
















































































































































where glq, (ql, t) = +3(pt(t)ql I 4sq, (t)). Note that Eq.
(21) implies, for aymptotic times T,
glqe (q& T) = +el(@lq)flqe(q& T) (34)
On the other hand, the piece representing breakup will
I @bp) =I @s)—I @.i)
Since ISe~ I & 1, the momentum support of the
spectator packet glq, (T) is basically that of the free
Packet flq, (T) Also, the . total elastic Probability is
given ~ (~el~(T) I ~.~(T)) = (gl,.(T) I gl, .(T)),
where we used the asymptotic orthogonality property
(p, (T)g, (T) I p, (T)g, (T)) = 0. For ~ ) ~;„, I g, (~))
represents the free outgoing wave packet for the specta-
tor particle 1, having an average momentum
(g (~) I q I g (~))
(g (t) I g (t))
(fr(t) I ~ ~ql~. ~ I fr(&))
(» (~) I » (~)) (35)
and with its average relative separation from the bound
pair being
( ) () (gt(~) lyl lgl(t))
(g (~) I g (t))
(ft(~) I ~„yl~ei I fl(t))
(»(t) I » (t))
For the free time evolution of
I C&l(t)), the average of yl is
computed as (yt)r, (t) = (fl(t) I yl I fl(t)). Of course,
the average momentum of the free wave packet should
come out as qn. For t ) t~;„, (ql), ~ should also be con-
stant, which, however, lvill be in general different than
qn. Since the coordinate-space representations (yl I ul»)
of the momentum-space basis functions can be computed
analytically, and stored, computer time needed to calcu-
late the average positions is minimal.
Table I gives (yl)e~, (yl)fre and Ay, ~ at a number of
sampling times T. Here, Ay, ~ is the position dispersion of
the spectator wave packet
I gl(t)). Note that (yl) free(f)
have been computed using the nurnericatly propagated
free wave packet, and differ only slightly from the the-
oretically expected values for t & 4.0. For example,
at T=4.0, (yl)r","„—15.03 fm, whereas (yl)r'," "—15.00
fm. Of course, a much higher degree of accuracy can
be achieved for the (separable) free-wave-packet prop-
agation by using a finer discretization basis, but this
would create a mismatch between numerical treatments
of
I cl(t)) and I 4g(/)). '
Note also that the (numerical) average speeds associ-
ated with
I fl(t)) and I gl(t)) increase from 6.0 fm at
t=2.5 to about 6.1 fm at t=5.5, with the speed increase
being more noticeable after t ) 4.0. This is presumably
due to the inability of the basis sets to represent the fast
oscillations of the wave packets at large times. Neverthe-
less, the time dependence of (yl), ~ for 2.5 & t & 4.0 is
consistent with that of a free outgoing spectator packet of
average momentum 4.0 fm (average speed 6.0 fm ).
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Also, there is no indication of boundary reHection oc-
curring. Had boundary reflection occurred, (yq), ~ would
eventually have stopped growing linearly with t, and, at
some stage, would have started to decrease.
Also shown in Table I is the average elastic S matrix
(8,~), computed at different sampling times. Here, (8,~)
is the average of 8,~ over the momentum distribution of
the initial wave packet, i.e.,
(8.1) = (@tq.(T') 18.|I @tqo(T)) = (~~q. (T') I ~sq. (T)),
(37)
= (fiq, (T) I 8el I ftq, (&)) = (fiq, (T) I giqo(&)) .
(38)
The state-to-state elastic S matrix elements 8e~(Etq)
computed from the same wave-packet solution via Eq.
(21) are given in Table II for a range of q values contained
in the momentum distribution of the initial wave packet.
Typically, S matrix elements for initial states that have a
probability density greater than about 0.01 in the initial
wave packet can be extracted with reasonable accuracy.
Note that the total breakup probabilities (computable as
1 —~8,1~ ) range from 22% at q=3.0 to 2% at q=5.0.
Satisfactory results could be obtained up to T=4.0, which
corresponds to a spectator separation of 15.2 fm. Taking
the dispersion into account, the propagation of the same
wave packet in coordinate space until T=4.0 would have
required the cutoff value for y to be at least 20 fm. The
wave-packet results in Table II are typically accurate to
second place after the decimal point. The least accurate
ones are the values of Im(8, 1) for q=5.0 fm ', with an
average error of about 15%. The comparitively higher
errors observed for q = 4.6 —5.0 can be traced back to the
use of relatively small cutoff values qm~ and ~m, „, and
the use of a very small number of discretization points
beyond q=4. 8 and ~=4.5. That is, the high-momentum
tail of the wave packet is not well approximated with
the present basis, which can be remedied by using larger
cutoff values and increasing the mesh points.
To show how boundary reflection manifests itself in
momentum-space wave- packet propagation, we show in
Table III the results of a calculation for the same ini-
tial wave packet, but using a coarser discretization mesh
with My —41, JWp —29, and Alps —13. The prop-
agation has been continued on purpose to larger times
than necessary. The behavior of (yq) and 6yq with time
indicates clearly that boundary reHection starts around
k=6.0, and
~ gt) behaves like a free incoming wave packet
after about t=7.$. Obviously, in this case the extraction
of the S matrix via Eq. (18) would be meaningful only
prior to t=6.0.
A comparison of the T dependences of (yt) f ee in Ta-
bles I and III indicates that there is considerable numer-
ical scattering (or, numerical noise) in the propagation of
even the free wave packet with the smaller basis. The de-
viations of (yt)r«e from theoretically expected values are
quite significant, and the free wave packet, seen' to accel-
erate from 1=2.5 to about 4=5.5. Also, the wave-packet
dispersions at the same sampling time are different in the
two sets of calculations, with the smaller basis showing
additional numerical spreading. The source of this noise
is twofold: First, the actual initial wave packet used is
not fqq, given in Eq. (2), but rather its approximate ex-
pansion (9). That is, the numerical initial conditions of
the two sets of calculations are not quite equivalent, and
the initial numerical wave packets have different disper-
sions to start with, although their initial average posi-
tions agree to four significant figures. In particular, the
position dispersion of fP",m(0) is 1.44 fm for Mq —59,
and 1.64 fm for JHt —41, whereas the exact dispersion
of the analytical form (2) is ~2 (= to/+2). Second, there
is the numerical noise coming from the approximate evo-
lution equation. Although the momentum-space wave
packet retains its envelope, its frequency of oscillations
will increase with time, as Eq. (4) indicates for a free wave
packet. Especially difficult to represent in a basis will be
the high-momentum components of the wave packet at
large times. Therefore, a given momentum-discretization
mesh will cease to be adequate after a certain time . Of
course, boundary reHection and recurrence phenomena
will show up if one insists upon continuing the propaga-
tion indefinitely.
For longer wave-packet propagation, such as that
which would be needed with initial wave packets of low
TABLE III. (yz)q„„(yz),~, Ay, &, and (S,&) as a function of the sampling time T The wave-.
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average momentum, a finer discretization of momentum
space is needed if serious numerical scattering and bound-
ary reQection are to be avoided before the wave packet
emerges from the interaction region. (The coordinate-
space counterpart of this requirement is the need for a
larger computational domain. ) Note that some numer-
ical noise can be tolerated if the S matrix is extracted
by a comparison of the numerical wave packet with the
numerical free wave packet z' . In other words, as long
as boundary reflection is avoided, even a relatively crude
wave-packet calculation can provide meaningful S matrix
information (especially the average S matrix, as Table III
indicates).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
As the results of Sec. VI indicate, the proposed method
is quite efficient in describing the wave-packet dynam-
ics of a reactive system. Considering the success of
the coupled-reaction-channel (CRC) methodsi5 in time-
independent descriptions of rearrangement collisions, this
is not surprising. The present method involves an exten-
sion of the conventional CRC ansatz by augmenting it
with an explicit. breakup term. Although we used the
extended ansatz in the time-dependent context, it could
also be used within a stationary description as well. The
latter would essentially correspond to a computational
implementation of the Chandler-Gibson theory.
Although we have not done so in this paper, the state-
to-state breakup S matrix elements can also be extracted
from the wave packet. Denoting the distinguishable
breakup S operator with Soi, and introducing the sym-
metrized breakup operator Sbz = (I + Przs + Pisa)Sot.
we have, in the context of the present test problem,
~@bz(T)) = ~3Sb&~41„,&, (T)), for T ) t;„.Numerical
implementation of this scheme is currently in progress.
Other than the expansion ansatz adopted, two other
aspects of the present calculations deserve corrunent: (i)
The use of the numerically propagated free wave packet
in extracting the sharp-energy S matrices via Eq. (15),
and (ii) the propagation of the wave packet in momen-
tum space. Concerning the first point, we note that most
wave-packet methods implicitly involve the replacement
of the Hamiltonian (and the corresponding evolution op-
erator) by a finite-rank approximation. Since the S ma-
trix basically involves a comparison of the full Hamil-
tonian with channel Hamiltonians, it is imperative that
they be treated to the same level of approximation. Em-
pirically, we find that this allows for cancellation of errors
arising from the treatments of the kinetic-energy opera-
tors. Since the handling of the kinetic-energy operators
in coordinate-space calculations presents somewhat of a
bottleneck, this procedure might also prove useful in that
context.
The advantages of the momentum space lie in the non-
moving and nonspreading nature of the momentum-space
wave packets, and the locality of the kinetic-energy op-
erators. Thus, the computational momentum-space do-
main needed is basically determined by the eA'ective mo-
mentum support of the wave packet. On the other hand,
the numerical treatment of the kinetic-energy operators
does not require excessively large bases (or fine discretiza-
tion meshes). The fineness of the discretization is deter-
mined to a large extent by the maximum time of propaga-
tion required by the collision process under consideration.
It is remarkable that the relatively small discretization
basis used in the present calculations is capable of de-
scribing the wave-packet propagation up to final relative
separations of about 15 fm. A corresponding calculation
in coordinate space would have required a computational
cutoft' value of 20 fm for y. Hence, unless a moving
mesh or absorptive boundaries were employed, a larger
number of coordinate mesh points would probably have
been needed than that used in the present momentum-
space discretization.
However, potentials in momentum space become inte-
gral operators, which upon discretization yield full ma-
trices, whereas most coordinate-space discretizations re-
sult in banded matrices. Since most time-propagation
algorithms can be arranged as repeated matrix-vector
multiplications, this is a serious disadvantage. Calcu-
lation of the matrix elements of local potentials in a
momentum-space basis can be seen as another disadvan-
tage. However, this is not a serious problem, because
necessary integrals can in fact be carried out in coordi-
nate space since the piecewise interpolation functions (of
momenta) can be analytically transformed into the co-
ordinate space. Note that coordinate-space wave pack-
ets also have to be transformed to the momentum space
for the final analysis. In addition, in coordinate-space
methods employing the fast-Fourier-transform method
to treat the kinetic-energy operators, the wave packet is
transformed back and forth between coordinate and mo-
mentum spaces many times, as required by the particular
time-propagation scheme adopted.
Overall, relative computational efficiencies of the
coordinate- and momentum-space wave-packet methods
would hinge upon whether the possible reduction of ma-
trix dimensions in momentum space is enough to offset
the greater computational cost of repeated matrix-vector
multiplications involving full matrices.
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